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                                           A SYNOPSIS 

UK based Jennifer Nyeko-Jones was the first born of nine children in her family.
 
As the eldest child, she inherited more responsibility than those who came after her.
 
Ultimately, this congenital assumption of responsibility resulted in her father sponsoring her to further her
education at a private college in England. 
 
Being a child of the colonial era himself, her father, Sirayo Yona Nyeko, had an untainted faith in the British
system of education, and wanted all his children to have the opportunity to study in England, beginning with
Jennifer.
 
In 1977, after only eight months at this  college,  Jennifer learned the tragic news of the death of her father
from an article in the Sunday Times newspaper, while Uganda was under the brutal regime of Idi Amin.
 
Jennifer was determined to achieve for herself all that her father had wished for her, and to this end she has
worked her way through college and law school and is now a qualified solicitor. She is married with three
children.
 
Since the loss of her father more than 30 years ago, Jennifer has always felt the need to preserve his memory,
and the best way she thought of doing this was to tell his story and to find out what happened. Her account
"THE SILENT SUNSET" was born.
 
Jennifer has tried to make this book unique and different from the current trend of writing about Idi Amin
and his regime, and instead she has written about the brutal real life consequences of the dictator's rule from
a family's point of view. 
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From reader reviews:

Deborah Beaudry:

Throughout other case, little persons like to read book The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir. You can
choose the best book if you'd prefer reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a new book
The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir. You can add expertise and of course you can around the world by
the book. Absolutely right, since from book you can know everything! From your country until foreign or
abroad you will be known. About simple point until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era,
we are able to open a book or even searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You may use it when
you feel bored to go to the library. Let's go through.

Melvin Wilhelm:

Here thing why this The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir are different and dependable to be yours. First
of all studying a book is good nevertheless it depends in the content than it which is the content is as tasty as
food or not. The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir giving you information deeper as different ways, you
can find any e-book out there but there is no book that similar with The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir.
It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your own personal eyes about the thing that happened in the
world which is maybe can be happened around you. It is easy to bring everywhere like in park your car, café,
or even in your way home by train. Should you be having difficulties in bringing the paper book maybe the
form of The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir in e-book can be your alternative.

Donald Lombard:

The book untitled The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir is the publication that recommended to you to
read. You can see the quality of the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that author
use to explained their ideas are easily to understand. The author was did a lot of study when write the book,
therefore the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could
possibly get the e-book of The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir from the publisher to make you
considerably more enjoy free time.

Cecil Andrade:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book particularly
book entitled The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir your mind will drift away trough every dimension,
wandering in each aspect that maybe mysterious for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging every
word written in a book then become one application form conclusion and explanation which maybe you
never get prior to. The The Silent Sunset: A Daughter'S Memoir giving you a different experience more than
blown away the mind but also giving you useful facts for your better life in this era. So now let us teach you
the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind will probably be pleased when you are finished
reading through it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?
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